Medical Officer in charge of Rehabilitation, Ministry of Health).-
The Disabled Persons (Employment) Act, which came into law eighteen rnonths ago, has not yet received the attention which it merits from the medical profession, and, so far as 1,know, this is the first occasion on which its 'clinical implications have been discussed by an official medical organization. And yet it will be obvious, from a study of the Act, that its provisions raise large issues in which the medical profession as a whole and the hospital services of the country in particular will be directly involved. In general terms, the purposes of the Act may be summarized as follows: First, it establishes -the important principle that disability of any shape or formwhether congenital or acquired, medical or surgical, general or local-constitutes a claim uipon the State for assistance, and that such assistance should not merelv be expressed in terms of financial allowances or pensions, but rather in measures calculated to restore physical function, wherever possible, and reinstate the disabled person in some suitable form of gainful occupation.
Secondly, it makes provision for the vocational training and industrial res'ettlement of those who, subsequent to hospital treatment for injury or sickness, need to learn' a new profession, trade or occupation before being fit to resume employment.
Thirdly, it assists disabled persons to secuire work by means of a requirement oi employers to engage a stated proportion of men or women so handicapped.
Fourthly, it provides emplovment under sheltered conditions for those who are severelv disabled, but are able to do regular paid work provided that thev do not have to stand up to the working conditions of competitive employment. Such a programme may appear at first sight to constitute an industrial problem rather than a medical one, and to be more particularly concerned with the organization of suiitable training courses and the finding of suitable jobs for the man or woman who, in the words of the Act, is "substantially handicapped in obtaining or keeping employ-ment, or in undertaking work on his own account of a kind which, apart from that injurv, disease or deformity, would be suited to his age, experience and qualifications". Blut it would be quite a mistake to regard this as being primarily an industrial question, for the ultimate success of this important measure of social legislation depends, in certain vital respects, on the active co-operation of the health services of this country, without which the real purpose of the Act will be frustrated. It is the purpose of this paper to suggest sonie of the lines along which such co-operation will be required, and to indicate means by which it can be effectively provided.
In the first place it will be noted that under the terms of the Act a Register is to be compiled of all persons substantially handicapped by reason, of disability and whose disability is likely to last for a period of not less than six months, only children under working age and patients spending their whole time in hospitals or sanatoria being excluded from the list. This Register has already been opened, and it is estimated that by the time it is completed it will contain no less than a million to a million and a half names of people who will have the right to claim assistance in rehabilitation and industrial resettlement. The man with a spinal injury who can no longer work at the coal face in a stooping position; the patient with recurrent dermatitis of industrial origin; the manl or woman who cannot stand excessive noise, or glare, or a' dusty atmosphere; the man with limited movements of particular joints, or weakness of special muscular ,roups:
the deaf and blind and limbless; the man with chronic peptic ulcer, who can 6Z4 do regular work when hours are steady and opportunities for suitable diet available; an the chronic neurotic with his many varieties of psychosomatic disturbance-all of these', and many other groups, will qualify for admission to the Register. It is obvious, therefore, that it will be in the interests of all concerned-employers, employment exchanges and taxpayers alike-that their numbers should be kept to an irreducible minimum. This Register will not only be a record of disabled persons for whom guitable jobs must, if possible, be found; it will also be a register of the failure of our hospital services to prevent residual disability. It is obvious that in a large number of cases it is quite impossible to prevent such an end-result-we can hardly be held accountable for the congenital disabilities, at any rate! -but the health services of the future will be expected to do everything which lies in their power to limit the number of those who are left with disabilities which form a substantial handicap to the prosecution of their work.
In the seconid place, no V#erne of vocational training, or of successfuLl placemeut .f disabled persons in industry, can ever succeed vithout medical guidance, particurly from those who actualiv treated the patients during their period of severe sickness or inijury, and are able to assess the end-restult in terms of loss of functional capacity. It is only by such assessmenlt, exlpressed in terms that are easilv interpreted by those uip-onl whom will fall the task of finding new jobs or providing vocational training courses, that such disabled persons can be satisfactorily settled in fresh employment.
Thirdly, there wvill be need of verv careful follow-up work and periodlical review, in oider to ascertain at the earliest possible moment if disabled persons are unable to stand up to the physical or psychological strain of the work which they have been advised to attempt, and requLire a further coiirse of medical treatment or a transfes to some less strenLuous form of occupation.
The particular directions, therefore, in which medical assistance is essenitial to the successful operation of this Act, may be summed tip in the phrases: Prevention of residual disability; assessment of loss of ftunctional capacity; and periodic follow-up and review. Let us now see howv suLch assistance could be afforded, and what demands will be -made on our future hospital and health services to oirovide the necessary facilities for medical rehabilitation, vocational gutidance, and resettlement in suitable forms of industrial occupation.
MEDICAL REHABILITATION
The prevention of physical disability after sevcre accidenit or illness, by means of active forms of'physiotherapy under expert guidance, has long been advocated by all experts in physi4al medicine, but it is onlv during this recent war that practical measures have heen adopted, on any wide scale, to give expression to this purpose. The war has fostered the cause of medical rehabilitation in more wavs than one. It hias provided an overriding motive, in view of the urgent importance of getting Service meni and women and essential war workers back to dutyv vvith as mLuch spee(l and wvith as little residual disability as possible. It has made lpossible the erectioni and equipment of stuitable rehabilitation departments in a large ntumber of Service and E.M.S. Hospitals, and the appointment of the necessary staff of physiotherapists, physical training instructors and occuipational therapists. And it has ensured the retention of patients in hospital or convalescent depot throughout the convalescent stage at any rate, in the case of Serviepatieitts-thus making it possible to continuiie active measures of phvsical rehabilitation until the fullest measure of functional restoration has been obtained. This 1development of rehabilitation facilities has not been confined to Service hospitals or to those special institutions which were taken over and up-graded by the E.M.S. for the reception of Service cases and air-raid casualties. It has since spread to a nuimber of peacetime voluntary and local atuthoritv hospitals: at the present time there are approximately 350 civilian hospitals in the country, including those temporarilv used by the E.M.S., which have established relhabilitation departments in greater or less degree. This encouraging result has been brought about by means of the special survey of rehabilitation facilities, organized bv the E.M.S. in 1942 and carried ouit by experts in nearly 500 hospitals; the recommendations forwarded to hospital authorities arising from that survey; the special courses in rehabilitation techniqtue organized and financed by the Ministry of Health at selected rehabilitation centres, and alreadv attended bv 254 doctors and 420 physiotherapists from 322 hospitals; and the practical assistance afforded to hospitals in the shape of equipment, gvmnastic and sports apparatus, and improvised buildings.
The special conditions pertaining to wartime hospital practice, and the type of personfliel which formed the majority of the patients for whom active rehabilitation has beenprovided, have necessarily been influential factors in shaping the programme of rehabilitation adopted at the most successful hospital centres, and manv of these coniditions will no longer exist in civilian hospital practice. Certain well-established principles have, however, emerged from this experience which should be of the greatest value in laying plans for the development of hospital rehabilitation as an integral part of ouir fuiture health services and these may be summarized as follows:
(1) Continuity of medical supervision-.Rehabilitation is not to be regarded as something secondary to medical and surgical treatment, commenced and carried out during the period of convalescence. It is an essential part of treatment itself, and should therefore be prescribed by the physician or surgeon in charge of the case, who shouild maintain close supervision of the patient's progress both in the in-patient wards and out-patient department, and also, wherever possible, at the residential rehabilitation centre to which the more severely disabled must be transferred for the final stages of their phvsical reconditioning, as described later in this paper.
(2) Range of medical and surgical disabilities suitable for active rehabiiitation.-There is an unfortunate impression, widely prevalent, that active rehabilitation is only applicable to orthopeedic disabilities and traumatic surgery. This misapprehension largely derives from the historical fact that modern methods of phvsical rehabilitation sprang into popularity with the successful and brilliant work of Robert Jones and his orthopedic colleagues du-ring the war of 1914-18, and that the B.M.A. Committee on Fractures and the Delevingne Commission confined their recommendations to the setting up of rehabilitation departments in connexion with fracture clinics and the treatment of persons injured by accidents. The experience of this present war has proved that rehabilitation should not, and must not, be confined within such narrow limits, and that the same principles apply equally to all forms of medical and surgical disability or loss of physical and psychological function, resulting from prolonged immobilization or severe illness. Encouraging results have already been obtained by the scientific application of these principles to a variety of chest complaints, including chronic-bronchitis and emphysema, asthma, pneumonia, empyema, and the after-treatment of lobectomy, pneumonectomy and thoracoplasty; to the recovery of abdominal muscular tone and the prevention of liability to hernia or prolapse after laparotomy or childbirth; to the rapid and complete recoverv of the mobility of the fingers and hands after septic infections and burns; to the treatment of certain forms of arthritis which have reached a chronic stage, with a normal blood sedimentation rate; to the psychological readjustment of patients suffering from various manifestations of psychoneurosis; and to the partial or complete restoration of function after injury or disease of the central nervous system. In this last connexion, the lbrilliant results which have been obtained at Stoke Mandeville, in the treatment of spinal paraplegics under.Dr. Guttmann's leadership' have proved convincingly that even so apparently hopeless a case as the patient with destruction of the spinal cord, and with complete loss of function of bladder and rectum and lower limbs, can yet be got on to his feet and enabled to take up useful forms of gainful occupation, as the result of a scientifically devised programme of thorough rehabilitation and vocational training.
(3) Appoinitment of trained staff.-The provision of an adequate hospital rehabilitatioln service in a hospital is not a matter which can be safely left to the haphazard device of any physiotherapist who happens to have been practising massage and electrotherapy there over a course of years. It is essentially a scientific form of treatment which is constantly changing and improving its technique, and can only be properlv entrusted to a trained staff, thoroughly conversant with modern methods. At the head of such a staff there should obviously be, wherever possible, a specialist in physical medicine, to whom the actual superintendence of all forms of rehabilitation treatment should be delegated by the physician or surgeon in charge of the case, and who should have a: free hand in ordering the particular forms of physiotherapy, physical exercises and occupational handicrafts best suited to each patient. In hospitals which have no physical medicine expert on the staff this duty is often entrusted to an orthopaedist, a surgeon in charge of the fracture clinic, or a resident medical or surgical officer, but it is an important principle, which war experience has abundantlv conirmed, that this function should always be discharged by a single medical officer, who should be responsible for the training and general supervision of the various ancillary workers, and who should do everything possible to weld them into a united team.
Regular conferences on the problems presented by various types of disability, and the particular part which physiotherapy, group exercises, remedial games and occupational therapy severally play at each stage of recovery, are an important means of educating and uniting such a team, and should constitute one of the duties of surch a rehabilitation medical officer.
(4) A balanced and progressive programme.-If rehabilitation is to be carried out scientifically and efficiently, it is essential that a carefully thought-out programme should be laid down for each type of medical and surgical disability and for each successive grade in the process of recovery. The basic principles underlying such a programme are fundamentally the same, whatever be the nature of the disability, combining as they do the use of physiotherapy and active exercises, remedial games and appropriate occupational handicrafts, alternating with prescribed periods of rest, relaxation and mental entertainment. The actual programme for each patient must, however, always be an individual matter, and must be related, not only to his particular illness or injury, but also to the type of work which he normally follows and to which he hopes to return. In the case of heavy manual workers, with reasonable expectation of being sufficiently restored to be able to resume their former occupation, it is obvious that the programme of rehabilita-Section of Physical Medicine 155 tion must be graduallv stepped up, by means of strenuous exercises and heavy occupational handicrafts, until the patient is able to stanid a musctular strain comparable to what he uindergoes at wvork.
The initial stages of rehabilitation necessarily take place in the wvards and out-patient department, for it cannot be too often emphasized that rehabilitation is not merely planned convalescence, as it is sometimes called, but is an integral part of medical and surgical treatment, and should commence as early as possible after the onset of illness or accident. All rehabilitation medical officers are agreed that their best results are obtained in cases which have been tinder supervision from the day of admission, and which have followed an appropriate programme from the first day on which it can be safelv prescribed. It is the qjuadriceps and hamstrings drill given before and after cartilage operations, or after fractures of the lower limbs; the early abdominal exercises after laparotomy or childbirth; the early movements of fingers and hands after injuries and infections; a.nd the special lower-thoracic and diaphragmatic breathing exercises given both before aiid after operation in the case of thoracic and upper abdominal surgery, which make for speedy recovery and help to prevent residual disability.
The later stages of rehabilitation, on the other hand, are best carried out, if possible, away from the hospital atmosphere. In the case of the more serious forms of disabilitv, there is no question that the ideal method is bv transfer to a residential rehabilitation centre, linked to the transferring hospital, so as to provide that contintiitv of medical sul)ervision to which reference has already been made, but provided with ample facilities in the form of good playing fields, gymnasium, swimming pool and opportunity for the heavier handicrafts. For the minor forms of disabilitv, every effort shoild be made to provide for the later stages of rehabilitation to be carried out in industry itself, and in thosc industrial concerns where a special rehabilitation workshop has been establishedas at the Austin NMotor Works, Vauxhall Motors, &c. such patients are put on to the type of work which will provide the regular exercising of the partictilar muscle grotips which are weak or the joints which are stiff, under the stupervision of the indLustrial medical officer. In this way not onlv is the period of hospitalization materiallv shirtened, but the patient has the added stiMLulus of being back on a money-earning job.
The important points which must be borne in mind in the preparation of a programme of rehabilitation, either in the early or late stages, are (a1) that it mist be well balanced; (b) that it must provide ample time for complete rest and relaxation; (c) that it must be progressive, increasing in content and in strenuousness as the patient begins to recover physical and mental vigour; (d) that it must provide for mental exercise and recreation, as well as physical; and (e) that it must always be related to the kind of work to wvhich the patient hopes to return.
(5) The calre of the psychological faictor.-The experienice which has been gained duringz the war at the special neurosis centres set up by the Service departments and by the E.M.S., and the valuable experimental work carried out at Roffev Park, have clearlv proved the value of physical reconditioning, selected occupational handicrafts and g.,oup games as a(ljuncts to expert psychiatric treatment for patients suffering from psychonetirotic dis. orders. Apart, however, from patients in wvhom some definite form of neuLrosis is mani-bilitv of finding suitable work for sucli a man if, indeed, suich be possible-or of recommending a suiitable coturse of training for some new vocation, rests upon the Disablement Rehabilitation Officer now attached to all the larger employment exchanges. But the DR.O., as he is commonlv called, has no knowledge of medicine or surgery, nor any previous experience of hospital practice, and must wvork completelv in the dark unless caretully instructed and guided by those who have direct knowledge of the patient's physical condition and the extent and character of his disability. What the resettlement officers requiire to have at their disposal is a clear report stating, in simple phvsiological language. jutst wvhat the disabled person can and cannot do, and what environmental conditions woould be prejudicial to his healtlh or likelv' to cause breakdown at work. Stuch a report can be supplied in the form of a medical certificate, such as the special D.P. 1 Form which has been issued experimentally by the M1inistry of Labour, and which has been drawn lip in such a wvay that every type of disability can be described in terms of functional capacity. BuLt the ideal method of providing medical guidance in the resettlement of the disabled is not by certificate, buLt by regular conference between representatives of the hospital and of the employment exchange. I becomes the responsibility of the Ministry of Labotir, whose officers, aided and guided bv the medical reports and recommendations above referred to, have to trv to find suitable employment, appropriate to his reduced capacity or loss of particuLlar ftinction, In some cases this is merely a matterof looking for a vacant post in wvhich the disability will not prove a handicap, e.g. a sitting job for a man or woman who can no longer stand at work all day, or work in an air-conditioned factory for the patient with chronic chest trouble. In other cases, however, it will involve a preliminary course at a training centre, in order to he fitted for some quite new occupation, or the provision of emplovment at one of the sheltered workshops which are to be established under the Act.
Btit whatever the route by which the disabled person reaches suitable occtipation, his sticcessful performance of his new task will depend upon his being able to stand up to the physical or nervous strain wvhich it entails; and if wrong placement is to be ciuicklv spotted, and cases of tindue strain speedily relieved, careful supervision and periodic review are essential. In many cases this supervision will be maintained by an industrial medical officer or personnel manager, if the patient happens to be working in a large industrial organization provided with suich officers. The employment exchanges will also be interested in following tip the results of their placements in industry. But rehabilitation is primarily a medical problem, not ar. industrial one, and it is the hospital which actuallv treated the patient and saw him through to the point at which he was to iKe fitted out for a new job, which always ought to take the initiative in following up its cases, and arranging for a rettirn to hospital and careful review of every case in which there is anv doubt of ability to make the grade. surprised to know that more than 11,000 patients in Emergency Medical Service hospitals are now taking daily courses of remedial exercises in the wards. In addition, a further 20,000 attend the hospital gymnasium daily for special exercises and remedial games. Of these 31,000 receiving daily rehabilitation, 15,000 are also taking part in some form of occupational therapy. I think the House will agree that these figures are an impressive indication of the large measure of progress which is being made. Since my department made a special survey, in 1943, with the object of extending these facilities, the number of hospitals providing rehabilitation for their patients has increased from 150 to over 300. The great majority of Service sick and wounded received their medical rehabilitation in E.M.S. hospitals. More than 250 doctors have been given special courses of training, and for hospitals handica.pped by lack of accommodation-a very serious difficulty-the Ministry have provided 34 pre-fabricated buildings. Conferences have been held throughout the country for leaders of industry, personnel managers, welfare officers and industrial medical officers, to explain the whole process of rehabilitation, and the part which industry has to play in the resettlement of patients. Most of t.he cases to which I am referring concern wounded men, but there are also many surgical and other conditions where the rehabilitation we have in mind, as forming an essential part of the health services of the future, must be included. We shall not relax in this matter. The Ministry of Health will retain their rehabilitation department, and we shall endeavour to encourage rehabilitation as an integral part of the health services of the country."
We have yet to see how far this forecast will actually be reflected in Lhe terms of the new Health Bill, but there is no reason to suppose that rehabilitation will be omitted from the provisions of that Bill. The necessity of providing facilities for hospital rehabilitation by the Ministry of Health is also specifically referred to in the White Paper which forms the basis of the Industrial Injuries Bill now before Parliament. It will obviouslv take some years before the necessary buildings and staff will be available fcr the carrying otut of such a comprehensive scheme, but it is becoming increasingly clear that it will involve the provision of four types of medical rehabilitation centres:
(a) An efficient physiotherapy department at everv hospital, with adequate accommodation, special equipment and trained staff, sufficient to give proper rehabiliFation to all its in-patients. lThis should be a minimum requirement everywhere, and no hospital should be allowed to treat patients insured under the new health service which could not provide these facilities.
(b) A large out-patient rehabilitation centre (or centres) in every toxvn or district, capable of receiving and treating patients attending the casualty or out-patient departments of the local hospitals who need daily rehabilitation to hasten recovery; former in-patients of the local hospitals who have been discharged from the wvards owing to pressure of bed-space before being fit to return to full work; and non-hospital patients, referred by private and panel doctors and by industrial medical officers. Such out-patient centres would normally be situated at one or more of the local hospitals, where adequate accommodation was available; or could be set up by the joint action of more than one hospital; or could take the form of combined health and rehabilitation centres, under the hea th authority, drawing their expert staff from the consultants of adjacent hospitals.
(c) Residential rehabilitation centres, outside the town, to which all patients requiring long-stay rehabilitation could be iransferred for the purpose from the lhospitals in the neighbourhood.
(d) Special rehabilitation centres, scattered throughout the country, for the rehabilitation of particular disabilities. These would naturally include the orthopeedic hospitals for children; sanatoria and colonies for patients with pulmonarv tuberculosis; centres for psychoneurotics; medical training centres for epileptics; centres with special "hardening" courses for sick or injured workmen from the heavier industries, such as mining and dock labouring; and other centres which will be required in connexion with experimental research in rehabilitation methods for special types of disabilitv such as chronic cardiac cases, spastic paraplegics, chronic skin complaints, arthritis, &c.
It is obvious that the carrying out of such a programme will require a great expansion of trained staff. Many more specialists in physical medicine will be urgently nee,ded, to give direction to medical relhabilitation at these various centres, and it is much to be hoped that many new recruits will be forthcoming from the ranks of medical officers who have taken an active part in physical medicine and rehabilitation whilst serving with the forces. An increased supply of physiotherapists and occupational therapists, almoners and social workers wiil be needed, including-it is hoped-male occupational therapists trained to supervise the heavier handicrafts and the operation of curative workshops. Physical training instructors and instructresses will both be required, and as a partial solution of that particular problem the Ministries of Health and Labour are now providing an intensive six-months' course in medical rehabilitation for selected P.T. instructors released from the forces, of whom 150 shouild be available in the couirse of the next twelve months. But the greatest need of all will be the inclusion of regular instruction in rehabilitation as part of the ordinary medical cLirricLulum, and the integration of this important development in social medicine in the education of all future members of the medical profession.
Dr. Donald Stewart, Birmingham: Inidutstrial rehabilitation-.Section 3 of the Disabled Persons (Employment) Act, 1944, promises facilities for "industrial rehabilitation courses".
It lays down that these will be for disabled persons o,er 16 years of age wvho are unfit becaulse of injuriy, diNease, or deformity and who need such facilities to render them fit for their previous work. At these courses, according to the Act, will be provided (a) physical training and exercise, (b) occupations conducive to restoration of fitness, and (c) other incidental facilities-all to be under adequate medical supervision. Where exactly the courses are to be held is not yet known, but if special centres are set up for the purpose the expense to the country must be fully justified. Phvsical training and exercise can be adequately provided at hospitals and at rehabilitation centres. Occupations "conducive to restoration of fitness" can be provided on a small and relatively unimportant scale in rehabilitation centres (althouLgh this needs further expert advice and planning) and in sheltered environment such as that already provided for cases of ttiberculosis; but, most important of all, thev can be provided, and provided wvell, in normal industry and in special rehabilitation shops and factories.
The implementation of the recommendation in the Act which states that all this is to be under medical supervisioni is of special significance and needs emphasis. Rehabilitation is an essential part of treatment and to be successful it must, in all its stages, be under medical control. That phase which is now termed industrial rehabilitation, therefore, must also come tunder medical care until the patient is fit for his pre-accident or pre-sickness employment, or has been satisfactorilv trained for other work. This is a challenge to medicine from the workpeople of this country which must be fully understood and accepted by those responsible for planning the new national health service. Present facilities in indulstry for rehabilitation under medical supervision are to be found only in those firms that have developed their own medical service, and from present practice in industrial medicine much can be learnt concerning the clinical implementation of the new Act. Conversely, the future development of industrial rehabilitation, and this incluides its interpretation uinder the Act, must be accompanied bv medical supervision at the place of work, that is, bv a comprehensive industrial health service. Without this the new legislation cannot be fully implemented from the clinical point of view and will largely fail-in spite of the elaborate machinerv that has been set up.
HOsPITALS AND INDUSTRY
Hospital services deal in the main wvith anatomical and functional recoverv. Mlanv of them are now venturinig into the social field by changing the oultlook and work of the almoner. But the new aim of rehabilitation must be to base it on economic grounds, where the man obtains at the earliest possible opportunity-it mav be during treatmentboth work and reward; national benefits are onlv palliative and, under the present svstem of workmen's compensation or even the new Ind'Ustrial In"uries Act soonto becQme law, may actually retard recovery Three points relevant to hospitals have a bearing on the industrial side of the problem: (a) With good treatment the need for special rehabilitation measures decreases. Industry is therefore fundamentally interested in the future hospital policy of this country on puirely economic grouinds. (b) There is a grave risk that "rehabilitation" may be plugged too hard (using the word in the narrower sense) at the expense of earning capacity.
Ancillary aids to cure such as occupational therapy may possibly be overdone because they are new to the public (and this includes politicians) and somewhat dramatic.
Hospitals may have purchased expensive equipment (e.g. weaving looms) and appointed considerable staff (e.g. physiotherapists and occupational therapists) and it is only natural to provide sufficient patients to fill the department and attempt to justifv expenditure.
There may also be insufficient strictness of control of the various stages of recoverv bv physicians and surgeons themselves, who can place too much therapeutic reliance on basketry, weaving, or the manufacture of dog-leads. (c) The policy of setting up social service departments in hospitals is gradually providing an important link with industrv.
The function of the almoner is changing, and her contact with management on behalf of the sick and injured worker is a real advance in hospital service. On the other hand, industry itself frequently needs contact with hospitals: it mtust have knowledge of progress of key men for instance, or it may wish to offer special facilities to an injured man to aid his recovery.
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Concerning the fuller development of a policv to link hospitals with industry the Act has little to say; it is suggested (by the writer) that this should become a responsibility of District Advisory Committees.' The D.R.O. is the present link, but so far--for reasons outwith his control very often the system has not been a success. This fact is one which the National Advisory Council' must face up to, and if necessary provide an alternative remedy. Hospital authorities may th refore have to consider the possibilitv of appointing their own industrial liaison officers-persons with practical experience of factorv work, but not necessarily with medical or nursing qualifications who would not only provide a link with the patient's employer but advise the suirgeon concerning job-allocation in relation to the physical and mental requirements of different occupatioils. How malny physicians or surgeons, for example, have ever seen a man operating a capstan latlhe or a hydratulic hammer, or knowv the work of a moulder in an iron foundry'?
TiiE CONTRIR 'TION OF INSDITSTRISAL MANAGEMENT
No matter how efficient the hospital, hov good the treatment, and how much contact the social service or almoner's department has with the factorv there can be no effective return to work, and therefore no full rehabilitation anti implementation of the Act, without the co-operation of the employer. His contribution mutst include the following:
(a) The promise of contintued emplovment can remove the fear of insecuirity, a potent means of retarding recovery. It is a tact that manv disabled workers already in employment are unwilling to put their names on the Register of Disabled Persons hecause of the fear of losing their job. Some statement from emplovers' organizations may therefore be necessary at an early date.
(b) A promise of alternative work can he made if the emplovee is unfit for his preaccident job. To be effective this must be true alternative work under medical supervision and not light work specially created as a charity.
(c) The possibility of re-training for alternative work should be considered. This can only be done in the larger firms; Government Training Centres and certain extra-industrial centres can theoretically cover the remainder of industry.
(d) Assistance on matters arising under the Workmen's Compensation Acts is important. The present Acts, altlhough financiallv more attractive within recent years, can still do much to retard reco;erv particUlarly in lotng-conitinuii-ig cases bv creating distrust of the employer on the part of the worker. Some insurance companies have contributed in no small way to this. B3ut even wvith the newv Induistrial Injuries Act there will be muLch help required from managemenit. The employer's fear of the consequences of yet another Government department coming into the (lay-to-dav routine of ind(ustry is very real; not only can this still fuLrther widen the gap between emplovees and emplovers, but by its verv cumbersomeness cause irksome delays and difficuilties. So there is real need to provide some human link between the Ministrv of National Insurance, the Ministry of Labour, and ind(utstry.
(e) It is important that emplovers should appreciate the fact that a nman cannot be uinfit one day and on the next, in a different environment, be really fit for full work.'
The goodwill of managers and foremen (the real executives of industrv) must therefore be obtained for the worker during what is oft'en an awkward phase in recovery-that period of time between being signed off by the insuirance practitioner or the hospital and returning to his original occupation.
(f) The provision of rehabilitation workshops in the larger organizations, e.g. every factory or group employing 5,000 workers or more (to include medical as well as surgical cases), or on a regional basis by the institution of commuLnal rehabilitation factories linked with hospitals,2 must be fully considered.
Personniiel management and rehabilitaitioni.-It should be a primarv responsibility of personnel management. under the presenit svstem, to plav a part in the suLpervision of the return to work of the sick or injured worker. This applies to all types of indtustry, and to all sizes of organization. In the larger firms personnel management and industrial medical service must work is' the closest collaboration. One cannot fLunction efficiently without the other. In the smaller industriai uinit, e.g. the factory with less than 300-400 employees, there is usually no special official appointed as personnel or welfare officer and this function therefore becomes the direct responsibilitv of the * orks manager.
Because the majority of firms in this counitry come -Nithin the "small" category, and 'See Disabled Persons (Employment) Act, p. 19. because over 50% of factory workers (comprising 75 ', of productive industry) are employed in units of 250 or iess, the education of works managers and foremen in the meaning of rehabilitation, and the part they must play in it, becomes increasingly important.
Light zwork or alternative work. A numiber of firns have appreciated the need for "light" or "alternative" work and have provided facilities within their :,wn limitations; but there is no doubt that the finding of such work is a matter of considerable difficultv taking industry as a whole, and in the small organization is frequently impossible. In certain large firms, however, a ntumber of occupations are specially allocated for con-Nalescent sick and injured patients as part of geneial welfare schemes. The main criticism of this procedure is that cases are often not under adequate medical control, and that this "allocation" becomes a methodl of dumping aInd "losing" unwanted workers often to reduce the so-calledl "compensation costs".
Objections to alternative or light work can be stummed up as follows: (a) It is frequiently hit-or-miss therapy: (b) it is difficult to find in the great majority of industries; (c) it is difficult to keep tinder medical control, and may actually be harmful to the l)atient by retarding or even permanently interfering with flull functional activity; (d) it is frequently not liked by managers, foremen, and by workers themselves, as the productive effort of the industrial unit-the gang or team-may be interfered with bv the presence of a semi-fit man; (e) managers and foremen may resent the increase in. overhead expenses; (f) the patient is apr to be "lost" in the works and frequently never returns to his pre-accident work: alternative work, therefore, can conceivably become nothing more or less than a scrap-heap for the partially disabled mani; (g) it is sometimes created at the special request of the inisurance company concerned, where lump stum settlements are involved, as a basi; of argument in the County Coutt in favour of loss er settlement.
THE CONTRIBU,7TION OF INDUSTRIAL M'IEDICINE
In firms where an industrial medical officer is employed stupervision of return to work of the injured or sick worker is one of his primary duties. So important is this work that it is a main reason for the extension of medical services to cover the whole of indulstrv. He can contribute to the clinical implementation of the Act in a number of wvays:
(a) He should obtain accurate information not only of the incidence o-f sickness and accidents but of the progress of all sick and injured workers. The value of a good record-keeping system is therefore emphasized.
(b) He should devise a method of reviewing progress, as required, with hospital staffs and with insurance practitioners. To this review his special knowledge of the work to which the sick or injured worker will return is a valuable contribution; his advice may only be useftil in a proportion of cases to begin with, but the number will grow. He should look on the local hospital as his base; medical departments in industrv should become outposts of hospitals and not work in isolation.
(c) All accident cases absent for three davs or more shotild be seen by him before recommencing work.
(d) All sickness cases absent three weeks or more should be seen by him before recommencing work. To carry this out effectively he should establish close liaison with local general practitioners. Later this can be done through health centres.
(e) He should develop an adequate follow-up service in connexion with (c) and (4), and in this part of his work the help of a good nurse is of much importance.
(f) He should compile a list of the different occupations in his firm, analysing jobs from the health point of view and in relation to capacitv for work, viith a view to providing alternative work for specially selected cases conditional on their being under his mnedical supervision. It must be clearly stated that the doctor's contribution to this-is one of job-allocation and is dependent on a job-analvsis schedule being provided by industry. This development in medicine is therefore a two-way process, and depends Ior its success on collaboration between management and the medical officer.
For instance in the iron foundry to-day are to be found the following occupations: annealing, casting, (ore-making, clerical work, crane-driving, cupola work, dressing (fettling, grinding, trimming, knock-out work), labouring (heavy, mediumi and light), maintenance (skilled engineering, millwrights), moulding (hand, machine), shot-blasting, truck-driving, viewing (inspecting), and welding. Job analysis of each of these occutpations should be carried out by the management, and the results given to the medical officer. It then becomes his responsibility to determine wvhat types of individual, both healthy and disabled, should be allocated to each job. Factors in job-allocation are age, sex, general physical and mental make-up, arm and leg efficiency, hearing, vision, and general stability, i.e. a sirnple adaptation of the PuLlhems system used in the Services.
(g) He should consider the advisability of having a social service vorker on hlis oU ll staff. This has alreadv been accepted in principle by certain large firms aInd is a development of some importance in industrial medicine.
(h) The whole-tinme in(lustrial medical officer should investigate the possibility of setting Lip a special workshop in his own organization for the rehabilitation of selected sick and injuLred workers. Selection should be made in full collaboration with hospital physicians and surgeonis, who should act in a consultative capacity in this respect and so themselves learn something of industrial conditions. The potential medical contribution to industrial rehabilitation is thus great, particularly in ouLr larger cities. This type of wvorkshop prox ides one good answer to the problem of rehabilitation and it should essentially develop as a part of induLIstrial medical service. The Austin experiment is an1 example of this and a brief account of the scheme is given below.
TiIE AUSTIN EXIPERUIMEN [
A special rehabilitation shol) has been set up at a large engineering wvorks in Birmilinham (the Atustin ilotor Company) for injured employees wvho normally vould not he at wvork, hIut would be uindergoinig treatment. The scheme came into being in April 1941 and was primarilv organized by the writer as consulting medical officer to the firm, in collaborationi with Mr. W. Gissane, surgeon-in-chief, Birmingham Accident Hospital.
(This scheme is similar in some ways to those developed by certain Royal Ordnanice Factories during the late war, and to the scheme evolved by Mr. A. H. IcIndoe and Mr. George Reid for R.AE. castialties at East Grinstead.)
The demand.-During the war this firm emploved 30,000 wvorkers and had over 1 .000 'reportal)le" accidents annuLally, i.e. that lose three days or more. By spot surveys it was assumed that at any one time, i.e. on any one working day in the vear, some 30 to 40 injured workers co;Lld be given "alternative" work in the Shop duirinig tile perio(d of treatmnent, and this assumption hi. proved to be reasonably correct. The a.verage nulmber in the Shop during the past two and a half years has been 30 to 35. It is interesting, that even although the numbenr of persons employed and the number of accidenits halaC tlecreased since the wvar ended, the Shop is still kept busy anid full.
The lintk with treatent.---Under medical supervision this vork has a definiite tlherapeutic value, and comes within that part of rehabilitation already terned occLIpational therapy. An essential part of the experiment has been that the su,rgeonis of the Birmiinlglham Accident Hospital act in an advisory capacity to the firm's medical officer oni the clinical side of the work, including selection of cases, selection of ocCLlpation, follow-up. an1d progression in occupation until the "patient" is fit for his pre-accident vork, or is fully retrained for other work in the factory. Thus a partnership between hospital ani( industry has been created. The following cases illustrate the valUe of the Shop. ( (1) Example of occupational therapy and progression from job to job.-A man has a simple fracture of the left radius and ulna. It is not necessary for him to be treated as an in-patient at hospital so he attends regularly at the out-patient department. Even by the best treatment and rehabilitation methods it will be fourteen weeks before he is normally fit for work. Such a case can be admitted to the Shop in seven days, given at first a one-handed job, then a job where he needs slight movement in the injured part. and gradually progressed through the Shop until he has full function.
(2) Alternative work for patients awaiting treatment, who would normally be unemployed.-A girl sustains an extensive laceration of the muscles of the right leg and foot. She has treatment in hospital as an in-patient for ten weeks. This period cannot possibly be cut down. It is then found that to give her a good foot again she must have a plastic repair. The surgeon decides that this cannot be done for at least three months until her tissues regain their vitality. Normally this girl would be out of work during that period. She is admitted to the Shop and three months' work is saved.
(3) Retraining of permanent cripples.-A pre-war tailor, employed as a machine operator, loses all the fingers of his right hand in his machine.
He is successfully treated by the surgeon, but to all intents and purposes is a one-handed man thereafter. He will be unable to become a tailor again, and is not unnaturally afraid to work on moving machinery. His confidence has gone, and he develops an anxiety state. He is eventually persuaded to enter the Shop and is given bench work such as filing, frazing and scraping, and so he is gradually re-educated to a confidence in the use of machine,rwhich will enable him to be fully retrained as an effective machine worker.
7The Shop.--The Rehabilitation-Shop is situated near a main gate of the works and near the canteen. From the indllstrial hygiene point of viewv working conditions are good, e.g. lighting, heating, 'entilation, clothing accommodation, colouir schemes, sanitary conveniences, washing facilities, seating facilities, and rest pauses. The "hours of work" are 8 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., and 8 a.m. to 12 noon on Saturdays. The lay-out of the Shop was designed by the Production Director of the firm, and the machinery installed is of a modern type, e.g. no overhead belting. The importance of adapting the plant and machinery to the needs of the injured limb was specially considered by the firm's medical advisers, the Accident Hospital staff, and the management.
Occupations suitable for crippled workers, e.g. with one arm, hand or leg out of action vere selected as follows: 
Examples of products manufactured in the Shop are:
Oil strainers for all engines produced by the firm.
Starter nuts for all engines produced by the firm. Spring pins. Brake levers. Bolts of different types. Work trays.
Barrel nipples for oil pipes.
Alanagem,nent of the Shop.-A trained and experienced engineer was appointed to be the Shop manager. Before commencing work he was given an opportunity to appreciate the surgical, social and economic background of the accident problenm as it exists in this country, and with this in view visited different rehabilitation centres and hospitals. It was considered that this appointment was of vital importance in the experiment, as anv success that might be obtained would in a large measure be due to his personal efforts. After two and a half vears' work this has proved to be the case and those of us connected in any way with the experiment must pay tribute to the way in which he has carried out his work.
Payment and incentives.-A payment method known as the "2-4-6 system" has been used. If a man receives say £2 a week on compensation and his average preaccident earnings are £6 a week, it was proposed that his payment in the Shop should b1 not less than £4 per week. This means that he has a double incentive: (a) to earn more than he would on compensation and so be attracted to work in the Shop; and (b) to strive towards his pre-accident rate. SUMMARY Industrial rehabilitation is neces-arv for the full clinical implcmentation of the Disabled Persons (Employment) Act. The Act apparently allows for this to be under medical suipervision.
Industrial rehabilitation can be carried out at special centres, in hospitals and rehabilitation centres, but best of all in rehabilitation workshops and in normal industry.
At the present time indUstrial medicine is attempting to carrv out industrial rehabilitation, ahnd somiie acco'unt of this work is given. Without a properlv organized and comprehensive industrial health service to cover all workers industrial rehabilitation will not be fullv possible, nor can the Act be fully implemented.
Mr. H. Ernest Griffiths: Dr. Balme, in discussing the provisions of the Disabled Persons Act, gave a figure of upwards of a million as a possible number Nvho might appear upon the Register. This figulre was certainly conservative and might indeed reach three millions.
But no mention has been miiade as to wvhat the Act wvould cost industrv if rehabilitation in its fullest sense wvere not achieved. It woUld mean that say 1 /2 million people w%ould have to be founcd selected and tinproduLctive jobs at a cost to their employers of some three hundred million pounds a year for 'liftmen and lavatory attendants". Dr. Balme told Us that the Nlini_trv ot LabouLr had intrcduLced a form, the D.P.1. which wvhen filled in by the doctor, wouLld give the D.R.O. a functional analvsis of the patient's ability to perform the manCeuvres of work. Dr. Stewart told us that the job anialysis had not been accomplished but that he thought that it vould be a relatively simple item. On this latter point I veniture to disagree.
An empirical job analysis can certainly be made b-y the motion engineer or by any observant foreman, but this form of analvsis vilt be of little valtue in the placing of the disabled. For this, a functional job aiialvsis based on phvsiological priniciples with its wealth of the possibility of emplovment of alternative function is essential. This research work will require highly specialized teams and, until it is completed, the Disabled Persons Act must fall short of expectations.
Very interesting slides of the rehabilitation wvorkshops at the Atustin Works emphasized ihe value of this phase in trcatment In mv own opinion the rehabilitation workshop has a greater educatioinal value than a cuLrative value. In those shops both doctor and labour managers learn much of the physiology of job analysis and of the capacity for work of their patients. Whereas certain special cases will alwavs require a rehabilitation workshop for their quickest and best rehabilitation, the majoritv of cases wvill do bett(r on alternative work within the indulstry.
Dr. John Agate: In spite of the optimism so far shown, the wvorking of the Act gives some cause for alarm. If between 1 and 2 million disabled persons are going to registcr notice must be taken of the Ministry of Labour',s own estimate that, of these, 250/ have 'surgical" disabilities, 50('Y, have "medical" disabilities, and 250' are neurotic. The earlier speakers have in fact referred principally to the handling of the 25% of surgical cases. Most of the remainder can only be improved a little by trdatment and physical medicine, and they tend to deteriorate slowlv or reach a stationarv condition. All stuch tieatment is nulllified uLnless each individual can finally be placed in the right job. Here is a very weak point in the svstem which is now operating, namely thc Disablement Rehabilitation Officer (D.R.O.). In practice these officers do not seem to be satisfactorily handling the problem. As an experiment in a certain cardiac clinic some 300 cases in cighteen months were followed tip and at the moment only two-fifths have been satisfactorilv placed despite the energetic efforts of physicians and a lady almoner. The initiative was in most cases taken bv them and the D.R.O.'s contribution to the number of stuccesses was small.
In manv medical disabilities it is dvspni(a on exertion that is the main handicap and determines the kind of work a man can do. Cardiac cases prove hard to place.
Ideally, each shouild be placed individuLally in work throuLgh the efforts of a team of doctors and almoners based on a cardiac clinic and advising the officers of the local labour exchange. BuLt this method is extremely time-consuLming, and there can probably never be enough suitably trained staff in the country. The alternative might be to provide a directive to labouir exchange officers so that given disabilities and occupations can be nmatched. So an attempt is; being made to go into the factories, pCrLise the medical records, assess the cardiac cases so fouLnd, and visit them at their jobs. 1 his has proved even more time-constuming. It takes over twvo houirs' work for every case one finds, and the results are not statistically significant because of the thousands of possible jobs and degrees of cardiac disability. What is most needed for resettling disabled workers is a comprehensive job analysis for all occupations in the country. Apparently the Ministry of Labour is not tackling the problem itself, but is relying on the spasmodic efforts of individual firms. No real results are expected for five to ten vears.
A possible alternative is for the doctor who knows the case of a disabled man to prohibit specifically certain physical actions, such as lifting weights of more than 20 lb. The new Ministry form "D.P.1" now in experimental use has this as its basis, it is verv helpful, is easy to use, but is not yet approved by the B.M.A. and may not therefore come into general use. Much more must be learned by doctors and labour officials of the capabilities of the medically disabled and the physical requirements of industrial occupations.
Sir Reginald Watson-Jones was glad to have heard constructive criticism of the steps which had been taken to implement the Disabled Persons Employment Act because, as Chairman of the Medical Committee of the National Advisory Council, it was his duty to advise the Ministry of Labour and National Service and no one who applied his mind to these problems could believe that thev were easy of solution. At an earlier stage the Ministry had been advised that disability analysis on the one hanrd and job analysis on the other were all that was necessary. But so simple an equation was impracticable. In most cases the resettlement of disabled persons called for very skilled medical experience coupled with a knowledge of industry. Disablement Rehabilitation Officers could be trained to appreciate the industrial problems, and special courses were being arranged by which to improve the service of a group of men and women who had done all that was possible during a period of acute man-power stringency. Nevertheless it was obvious that medical direction was also essential -and the Ministry of Labour had now been advised that Disablement Rehabilitation Officers should be directed by local medical boards and their activities co-ordinated by regional medical consultants, so that disabled persons would be guided to the type of employment most stuited to their disabilities. Every doctor who shared in treatment could make a valuable contribution. There was danger that the Act might fail by reason of the failure of disabled persons to register. Patients who had been well treated might reasonably hesitate to accept the label of "disabled"; and yet if they did not register the quota which gave t;hem the right of employment would be misleading. Dr. Balme had indicated that there were probably from one to one and a half million disabled persons in this country; but at the present rate of registration many years would elapse before this number was on the register and the quota reliable. Doctors should so influence their patients that a complete record was available of every individual who might have difficulty in seeking or Keeping employment. If this were not done one of the greatest medical and social ireforms of this generation would be imperilled.
